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ABSTRACT: The excited-state dynamics of two energy donor–bridge–acceptor (D–B–A) systems consisting of a zinc tetraphenylporphyrin (ZnP) and a free base tetraphenylporphyrin (FbP) bridged by oligo-phenyleneethynylene units with different substituents has been investigated using ultrafast spectroscopy. These systems differ by the location of the lowest singlet excited state of the bridge, just above or below the S2 porphyrin states. In the first case, Soret band excitation of the porphyrins is followed by internal conversion to the local S1 state of both molecules and by a S1 energy transfer from the ZnP to the FbP end on the 10 ns time scale, as expected for a center-to-center distance of about 4.7 nm. On the other hand, if the bridge is excited, the energy is efficiently transferred within 1 ps to both porphyrin ends. Selective bridge excitation is not possible with the second system, because of the overlap of the absorption bands. However, the time-resolved spectroscopic data suggest a reversible conversion between the D*−(S2)−B−A and D−B*−(S1)−A states as well as a transition from the D−B*−(S1)−A to the D−B−A* states on the picosecond time scale. This implies that the local S1 energy of the ZnP end can be transported stepwise to the FbP end, i.e., over about 4.7 nm, within 1 ps with an efficiency of more than 0.2.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past years, substantial effort has been invested in the synthesis and investigation of multichromophoric molecules designed for undergoing efficient intramolecular charge or excitation energy transfer (EET) and thus mimicking the light-harvesting complexes and/or the reaction center of natural photosynthetic organisms.1−18 Many of these systems consist of porphyrins covalently bound to a bridging unit. The primary role of the bridge is to replace the protein scaffold of the natural systems, and to act as a spacer for controlling the coupling between the chromophoric units through the distance and/or the relative orientation. However, it was quickly realized that, in most cases, the bridge is not operating as an inert building block, but favors charge and excitation energy transfer between the units via through-bond interactions.5,19−29 Consequently, it is now well established that the distance dependence of these tunneling processes, i.e., electron transfer and EET via the Dexter mechanism, is not an intrinsic property of the bridge, but is influenced by the energy gap between the electronic levels of the bridge and of the electron/exciton donor.26,29 Indeed, at constant donor−acceptor distance, the transfer rate constant was found to increase upon lowering the donor−bridge energy gap, until the process became sequential, i.e., until the charge or the excitation energy localized on the bridge before being further transferred to the acceptor unit. In such a case, the transfer mechanism changes from coherent tunneling through the bridge to incoherent hopping via the bridge.30−32 Independently of the mechanism, long-distance, ultrafast, and irreversible charge/excitation energy transfer is a common goal for many applications, including artificial photosynthesis and molecular electronics.

We present here the results of our efforts toward long-distance, ultrafast, and irreversible EET in two donor–bridge–acceptor (D–B–A) systems (Chart 1). They consist of a zinc tetraphenylporphyrin (ZnP) unit and a free base tetraphenylporphyrin unit (FbP) bridged by a long oligomeric phenyleneethynylene (OPE) unit, yielding a center-to-center distance of about 4.7 nm. The difference between these two systems resides in the presence or not of alkoxy substituents on the bridge. Previous investigations of the photophysics of the two bridging molecules (B1 and B2) have shown that their S1 energies amount to 3.23 and 2.84 eV, respectively, i.e., just above and below that of ~2.9 eV associated with the Soret band of the porphyrins.33 Furthermore, because of the relatively long-lived S1 state of ZnP, between 1.5 and 2.4 ps depending on the solvent,34−36 and of the strong S1 ← S0 transition dipole moment, S1 excitation energy hopping has been shown to be operative in ZnP arrays.7,37

Here we investigate, using ultrafast spectroscopy, whether Soret band excitation of the ZnP unit in these D−B−A systems could be followed by S2 EET to the bridge. As illustrated by the energy level scheme in Figure 1, this transfer should be followed by a further EET from the bridge toward either the ZnP or FbP unit. As the porphyrins are far apart, and as their local S1 states are much lower than that of the bridge, both of
them can be expected to act as energy traps. If the excitation energy is eventually trapped on the FbP moiety, the whole process corresponds to an ultrafast long-distance EET. In order to better understand the influence of the bridge on the excited-state properties of ZnP, the photophysics of D−B2 was also investigated.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Samples. The D−B1−A, D−B2−A, and D−B2 systems were given by Prof. A. Gossauer (Chemistry Department of the University of Fribourg) and were used as received. All measurements were performed in toluene, which was of analytical grade (Acros Organics, p.a.) and was used without further purification.

Steady-State Spectroscopy. Absorption spectra were recorded on a Cary 50 spectrophotometer, whereas stationary fluorescence was measured on a Cary Eclipse fluorimeter. All fluorescence spectra were corrected for the wavelength-dependent sensitivity of the detection.

Time-Resolved Fluorescence. Fluorescence dynamics on the nanosecond time scale was measured using the same time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) setup as described in refs 38 and 39. Excitation was carried out with ~60 ps pulses generated by a laser diode at 395 nm (PicoQuant Model LDH-PC-400B), and fluorescence was detected at the magic angle. The full width at half-maximum (fwhm) of the instrument response function (IRF) was around 200 ps. Faster fluorescence dynamics was measured using fluorescence up-conversion (FU), as described previously.40,41 Excitation was performed between 380 and 420 nm using the frequency-doubled output of a Kerr lens mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser (Tsunami, Spectra-Physics). The polarization of the pump pulses was at the magic angle relative to that of the gate pulses. The pump intensity on the sample was on the order of 5 μJ·cm−2, and the fwhm of the instrument response function was ca. 210 fs. The sample solutions were located in a 0.4 mm thick rotating cell and had an absorbance of about 0.1 at the excitation wavelength.

Transient Absorption (TA). The TA setup has been described in detail earlier.32,43 Excitation was performed at 400 nm with the frequency-doubled output of a standard 1 kHz amplified Ti:sapphire system (Spectra-Physics). The pump intensity on the sample was ca. 1−2 mJ·cm−2. The polarization of the probe pulses was at the magic angle relative to that of the pump pulses. All spectra were corrected for the chirp of the white-light probe pulses. The fwhm of the response function was ca. 150 fs. The sample solutions were placed in a 1 mm thick quartz cell and were continuously stirred by N2 bubbling. Their absorbance at the excitation wavelength was around 0.3.

Quantum Chemical Calculations. Ground-state gas-phase geometry optimization was performed at the density functional level of theory (DFT) using the B3LYP functional44 and a [3s2p1d] basis set.45 Electronic vertical excitation energies were computed with time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) using the same functional and basis set.46 The calculations were carried out using Turbomole version 6.1.47

■ RESULTS

Steady-State Spectroscopy. The absorption spectra of D−B1−A and D−B2−A in toluene are illustrated in Figure 2. These spectra show the typical Q and Soret bands of the porphyrins.48 The Q-band spectral region (500−670 nm) of both systems is the composite of the absorption spectra of ZnP
and FbP. This is not the case for the Soret band region, where the Soret bands of D−B1→A and D−B2→A are broader by about 10 and 30%, respectively, than that of the composite of the ZnP and FbP spectra normalized according to the absorption coefficient. Moreover, the Soret bands of both D−B−A’s are ~220 cm⁻¹ red shifted relative to the composite spectra. The broad absorption band at 364 nm in the D−B1→A spectrum is due to the OPE bridge B1. The position of this band in D−B1→A is essentially the same as that measured with B1 in toluene.33 On the other hand, the first absorption band of the B1 bridge in toluene is centered at 414 nm and overlaps the Soret band of the porphyrins.33 The absorption of B2 is probably responsible for the stronger broadening of the Soret band of D−B2→A compared to D−B1→A. This is supported by the Soret band of D−B2 that exhibits the same ~30% broadening. The broadening and shift of the Soret band of the D−B−A’s point to substantial perturbation of the porphyrin electronic structure by the bridge. Indeed, the presence of the bridge leads to a lowering of the symmetry of the porphyrins that, in the case of ZnP, should result in a suppression of the degeneracy of the B and Q states. However, this perturbation is not strong enough to split the absorption bands.

From these spectra, one can conclude that the lowest electronic state of both D−B−A’s is centered on the FbP unit, whereas the next one is localized on the ZnP unit. To simplify the discussion, these states will be further on named local S1, FbP and local S2, ZnP states.

For both D−B−A’s, TD-DFT calculations point to the presence of more than 20 electronic excited states below 3 eV. For D−B1→A, the lowest and second lowest excited states are predicted to be mostly localized on the FbP and ZnP units, respectively, in good agreement with observation (Figure S1, Supporting Information). On the other hand, the calculations with D−B2 and D−B2→A predict that the first excitation corresponds to a one-electron transition from the HOMO (highest occupied molecular orbital), localized mostly on B2, to the LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital), centered on ZnP for D−B2 or on FbP for D−B2→A (Figure S2, Supporting Information). Thus, the lowest excited state should have a strong charge transfer character, in clear disagreement with the experimental spectra that show that the first transitions are localized on the porphyrins. This discrepancy originates from the difficulty of reliably reproducing the first transition energies of B1 and B2, with the calculated energies being 2.7 and 2.4 eV, respectively, whereas the measured ones are approximately 0.6 eV higher. This important underestimation seems to be mostly due to the planarity of the bridges in the optimized geometries that favors conjugation.49 It has been shown that the barrier for torsion of the phenyl groups around the single bonds of OPEs in the ground state is small and that these molecules are consequently not planar at room temperature.50,51 As a consequence, conjugation is smaller and the transition energy is larger than predicted for planar OPEs. Another contribution to this discrepancy is the well-known tendency of TD-DFT to underestimate the energy of charge transfer excited states when using standard functionals like the B3LYP.52 Because of these problems, the calculated energy ordering of the molecular orbitals (MOs) of the D−B−A’s is not reliable. However, these calculations are still useful to appreciate the mixing of the bridge and porphyrin MOs. In particular, they reveal that, when the bridge and the porphyrins have MOs of similar energies, the corresponding D−B−A MOs are delocalized over both bridge and porphyrins (Figure S2, Supporting Information). This is no longer the case when the bridge and porphyrin MOs have dissimilar energies. In these cases, the D−B−A MOs are localized on either the bridge or a porphyrin (Figure S1, Supporting Information). D−B1→A, for which the bridge excited state is almost isoenergetic with the local S1 states of the porphyrins, corresponds most probably to the first case, i.e., delocalized MOs. On the other hand, D−B2→A should be closer to the second case (localized MOs), because the bridge excited state is substantially higher than the local S2 porphyrin states.

The fluorescence spectra of the D−B−A’s are dominated by three bands at 600, 650, and 720 nm (Figure 2). These spectra resemble closely the compositions of the emission spectra of ZnP and FbP. The first and last bands can be ascribed to ZnP and FbP, respectively, whereas that at 650 nm is due to both. The relative intensity of these bands depends substantially on the excitation wavelength. Up to 500 nm, the fluorescence excitation spectra measured at 600 and 720 nm exhibit mainly the Q bands of ZnP and FbP, respectively (Figure S3, Supporting Information). In the Soret band region, the excitation spectra at 600 nm are slightly red shifted relative to those at 720 nm, in agreement with the relative positions of the Soret bands of ZnP and FbP. In D−B1→A, both excitation spectra additionally exhibit the bridge band around 365 nm (Figure S3, Supporting Information).

From these spectra, one can conclude that, if occurring, the transfer of the local S1 excitation from the ZnP to the FbP unit
is not very efficient. If it were, the emission spectra of the D–B–A’s would be independent of the excitation wavelength in the Q-band region and should only exhibit the FbP bands. On the other hand, the Soret bands of the porphyrins overlap so much that it is not possible to determine whether local S$_2$ excitation of the ZnP end results in emission of the FbP end.

Upon excitation below 430 nm, additional emission bands at 440 and 460 nm can be observed with D–B$_1$–A and D–B$_2$ respectively (Figure 2C,D). With D–B$_2$–A, only a small feature close to the limit of detection can be observed (Figure 2E). These bands can be ascribed to the local S$_2$ fluorescence of ZnP and to the local emission of the bridges.$^{33,53}$ Indeed, the fluorescence excitation spectrum of D–B$_1$–A at 440 nm exhibits both the Soret band and the bridge band, whereas the excitation spectrum of D–B$_2$ at 460 nm matches very well the broadened Soret band. The S$_2$ fluorescence of ZnP culminates at 427 nm with a red edge extending to ∼470 nm (Figure 2A). However, its very small Stokes shift favors reabsorption, and therefore, the measured emission spectrum is usually red shifted unless very dilute ZnP solutions are used.$^{55}$ The broadening of the Soret band of the D–B–A’s most certainly causes a substantial reabsorption of the blue part of ZnP S$_2$ fluorescence. On the other hand, the fluorescence spectrum of B$_1$ consists of a sharp band at 415 nm with a pronounced vibronic band at 440 nm (Figure 2B).$^{33}$ In this case again, the absence of the 415 nm feature in the emission spectrum of D–B$_1$–A can be accounted for by reabsorption. The fluorescence spectrum of B$_2$ has a shape very similar to that of B$_1$ but culminates at 460 nm with the vibronic band at 490 nm.$^{33}$ The band measured with D–B$_2$ resembles very much that of B$_2$ but is broadened on the blue side, most probably because of the local S$_2$ emission of the ZnP. Figures S4 and S5 (see the Supporting Information) further support that the fluorescence of D–B$_1$–A and D–B$_2$ around 450 nm is well accounted for by a contribution from both ZnP and the bridge.

In D–B$_2$ and D–B$_2$–A, neither the porphyrins nor the bridge can be selectively excited due to the strong overlap of their absorption bands. By contrast, with D–B$_1$–A, almost exclusive bridge excitation can be carried out at 365 nm (Figure 2B).$^{33}$ In this case again, the absence of the 415 nm feature in the emission spectrum of D–B$_1$–A can be accounted for by reabsorption. The fluorescence spectrum of B$_1$ has a shape very similar to that of B$_2$ but culminates at 460 nm with the vibronic band at 490 nm.$^{33}$ The band measured with D–B$_2$ resembles very much that of B$_2$ but is broadened on the blue side, most probably because of the local S$_2$ emission of the ZnP. Figures S4 and S5 (see the Supporting Information) further support that the fluorescence of D–B$_1$–A and D–B$_2$ around 450 nm is well accounted for by a contribution from both ZnP and the bridge.

**Time-Resolved Fluorescence.** The fluorescence dynamics was first investigated on the nanosecond time scale using TCSPC with 395 nm excitation. At this wavelength, both porphyrins are excited, with FbP having an absorption coefficient by a factor of about 2.5 larger than that of ZnP. Additionally both B$_1$ and B$_2$ absorb substantially as well.

The fluorescence of both D–B–A’s at 710 nm decays exponentially with a time constant of about 11 ns (Table 1), whereas, at shorter wavelength, it exhibits a biexponential decay with the same ∼11 ns time constant and with an additional time constant around 2 ns (Table 1, Figure S6 in the Supporting Information). The relative amplitude of this faster component increases with decreasing wavelength and becomes dominant (≥95%) around 600 nm. These two lifetimes agree well with those reported for the individual porphyrins, namely around 2 and 11 ns for ZnP and FbP, respectively.$^{4,54}$ This clearly confirms that the lowest electronic excited states of the D–B–A’s are localized on the porphyrin ends. On the other hand, the fluorescence decay of D–B$_2$ is exponential throughout the whole 590–690 nm band with a time constant of 2.24 ns. As shown in Table 1 and Figure 3, this is significantly longer than that of 1.72 ns measured with D–B$_1$–A. This difference can be ascribed to the occurrence of EET between the ZnP end and the FbP end in D–B$_1$–A. Because the ZnP unit cannot be selectively excited, about 85% of the rise of the FbP fluorescence at 700 nm is prompt, and only a small rising component with an ∼1.5–2 ns time constant that corresponds to the excitation of FbP via EET can be observed. An EET rate constant of (7.4 ns)$^{-1}$ can be deduced from the difference of fluorescence lifetimes between D–B$_2$ and D–B$_1$–A. Such an EET might also take place in D–B$_1$–A. However, as the D–B$_1$ analogue was not available for comparison,

### Table 1. Time Constants, $\tau$, and Relative Amplitudes (in Parentheses) Obtained from Analysis of the Fluorescence Time Profiles Measured at Different Emission and Excitation Wavelengths, $\lambda_e$ and $\lambda_i$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\lambda_i$/nm</th>
<th>$\lambda_e$/nm</th>
<th>D–B$_1$–A</th>
<th>D–B$_2$</th>
<th>D–B$_2$–A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>395</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>10.7 ns</td>
<td>1.5–2 ns</td>
<td>(0.15) 10.8 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>395</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>2.04 ns</td>
<td>2.24 ns</td>
<td>1.72 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>380</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>380 fs (0.8)</td>
<td>4 ps (0.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>380</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>800 fs (–0.4)</td>
<td>&gt;1 ns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>820 fs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>800 fs (–0.5)</td>
<td>&gt;1 ns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>430$^b$</td>
<td>350 fs (0.53)</td>
<td>130 fs (0.56)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>520$^b$</td>
<td>350 fs (0.47)</td>
<td>130 fs (0.73)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^b$The errors on the time constants are around ±5% and ±10% for TCSPC and FSP measurements, respectively.$^{4,54}$ The fluorescence profiles at these two wavelengths were analyzed globally.$^{4}$ Ascribed to free B$_1$ impurities.
The fluorescence dynamics in the 430–500 nm region due to the local S2 ZnP and S1 bridge states was much too fast to be resolved by TCSPC and was measured by FU. As depicted in Figure 4A, the fluorescence time profile of D–B1–A at 440 nm upon 420 nm (Soret band) excitation decays exponentially with a 820 fs time constant. At the same excitation wavelength, the fluorescence lifetime from 1.5 ps in ZnP alone to 800 fs in D–B2–A is most probably due to quenching from FbP that is also directly excited at 420 nm. The shortening of the S1 fluorescence lifetime from 1.5 ps in ZnP alone to 800 fs in D–B2–A is most probably due to the perturbation of the electronic structure of ZnP introduced by the linkage to B1. Such a decrease of the S1 lifetime upon substitution of ZnP has already been reported earlier.5,36,56,57

The dynamics is more complex upon 380 nm excitation, where absorption from the bridge is important, although not exclusive. First, the decay of the emission at 460 nm is biphasic with 380 fs and 4 ps time constants, and with 0.8 and 0.2 relative amplitudes (Figure 4B). Second, the rise of the 650 nm emission still exhibits prompt and 800 fs rising components (Figure 4B). Given the absorption and emission spectra of B1 (Figure 2), the emission at 460 nm should mostly originate from the bridge. Therefore, these 380 fs and 4 ps decay times should be compared to the 500 ps fluorescence lifetime of B1 alone.53 This huge acceleration when going from B1 to D–B2–A can be ascribed to a highly efficient EET from the bridge to the porphyrin ends, as already revealed by the stationary fluorescence spectrum upon 365 nm excitation. The reason for the biphasic nature of the decay of the bridge fluorescence is unclear but could be related to the distribution of torsion angles existing in the bridge itself and between the bridge and the porphyrins.58–60

According to the stationary fluorescence spectrum recorded upon bridge excitation, EET to the ZnP end is about twice as efficient as EET to the FbP end. Therefore, assuming an overall EET rate constant of $(0.38 \text{ ps}^{-1})$, one obtains bridge to ZnP and bridge to FbP EET rate constants of $(0.57 \text{ ps}^{-1})$ and $(1.14 \text{ ps}^{-1})$, respectively. In the case of ZnP, one can conclude from the 800 fs rise time of the 650 nm fluorescence upon bridge excitation that EET from the bridge results in the population of the local S2 state of ZnP, which then undergoes internal conversion to the local S1 state in 800 fs as also found upon direct Soret band excitation. The prompt rising component at 650 nm can be accounted for by direct excitation of FbP that also absorbs at 380 nm (Figure 2A).

Selective bridge or porphyrin excitation is not possible with D–B2 and D–B2–A, and all FU measurements were performed upon 400 nm excitation only. The fluorescence dynamics was measured at 430 and 520 nm. At 430 nm, emission mostly arises from the local S2 ZnP state, whereas, at 520 nm, it should be mainly due to the bridge. For both D–B1 and D–B2–A, the fluorescence decays at these wavelengths are not exponential (Figure 4C,D) and need the sum of two or three exponential functions to be properly reproduced. In fact, the profiles measured with a given compound at 430 and 520 nm can be analyzed globally with the time constants listed in Table 1. The 850 ps time constant, which has a substantially larger amplitude at 520 nm than at 430 nm and is hardly visible with D–B2–A, is identical to the lifetime of B2 alone.55 Therefore, we ascribe this 850 ps component to free B2 impurities present in the D–B1–A and D–B2 samples. The relative amplitudes of the two other components at 430 and 520 nm are too similar to be explained in terms of the contribution of two different emitters, namely ZnP and bridge, especially considering that B2 emits only weakly at 430 nm. The absorption spectra of D–B2 and D–B2–A show that the local S2 ZnP state (D**–B2–A) is almost isoenergetic with the local bridge S1 state (D–B2**–A) and with the local S2 FbP state (D–B2–A**). As a consequence, EET between these excited states should be reversible, except for that from D–B2–A**, because of the ultrashort lifetime of this state, <50 fs for FbP alone.61 In this case, the fluorescence dynamics in the 430–520 nm region can be discussed in terms of the scheme shown in Figure 5. This scheme is essentially the same as that used for describing the fluorescence dynamics of excimers and exciplexes,62–63 the only difference is the initial conditions as both the D**–B2–A and D–B2**–A states are directly populated upon optical excitation. Because of this, the solutions of the differential equations for D**–B2–A and D–B2**–A are much more complicated that those for the excimer/exciplex mechanism where only the excited precursor is initially populated, and are not only complex functions of all rate constants but also of the relative initial populations of D**–B2–A and D–B2**–A, which are not known. Because of the large number of adjustable parameters, a fit of these expressions to the experimental fluorescence time

Figure 4. Time profiles of the fluorescence intensity measured by FU at different wavelengths ($\lambda_0$) upon excitation at various wavelengths ($\lambda_0$).

Figure 5. Kinetic scheme accounting for the fluorescence dynamics of D–B2–A. The same can be used for D–B1 with $k \_i = 0$. 
profiles is pointless. Numerical simulations of ZnP and bridge fluorescence dynamics were first performed with D→B2 assuming $k_1 = (1.4 \text{ ps})^{-1}$ and $k_4 = (850 \text{ ps})^{-1}$, i.e., the inverse fluorescence lifetimes of the individual constituents, and using different $k_2$ and $k_3$ values. This scheme yields biexponential kinetics, but the fast component appears as a rise in the time evolution of the ZnP or bridge fluorescence depending on whether $k_1$ is smaller or larger than $k_2$, respectively. On the other hand, if $k_2 = k_3$, only a minor rising component of the bridge fluorescence is predicted, but the decay is monotontional. Therefore, the observed fluorescence dynamics can only be satisfactorily reproduced if we assume that both ZnP and the bridge contribute to the emission at 520 nm and if $k_1$ and $k_3$ are between $(1 \text{ ps})^{-1}$ and $(0.3 \text{ ps})^{-1}$. Similar simulations show that the acceleration of the fluorescence decay observed by going from D→B2 to D→B2→A can be accounted for by the occurrence of EET from the bridge to the FbP end with a rate constant $k_5$ of the order of $(0.3–0.5 \text{ ps})^{-1}$. This transfer is irreversible because of the very large decay constant of the local S1 FbP state, $k_5 = (0.05 \text{ ps})^{-1}$.

Such a scheme should of course not be considered too literally considering that the time scale on which the dynamics takes place is too short for an equilibrium to be established and that the electronic coupling between the chromophoric units should be relatively strong. In the strong coupling limit, excitation would be delocalized over both ZnP and bridge in D→B2 and over all three chromophores in D→B2→A.64 In this case, the biphasic nature of the fluorescence decay could be explained by a distribution of geometries due to torsional disorder.59,60

Despite its crudeness, the scheme presented in Figure 5 and based on a localization of the excitation on either ZnP, the bridge, or FbP, gives a reasonable rationale of the observed fluorescence dynamics. Therefore, according to this model, stepwise EET from the ZnP end to the FbP end takes place on the subpicosecond time scale. According to the rate constants used for the simulation, the overall efficiency of this process should lie between 30 and 60%, assuming $k_1 = (1.4 \text{ ps})^{-1}$. However, this $k_1$ value of $(1.4 \text{ ps})^{-1}$ is probably underestimated considering the effect of substitution on the $S_1$ lifetime of ZnP observed with D→B2→A. If $k_1 = (0.5 \text{ ps})^{-1}$, the overall EET efficiency falls to 20–40%.

**Transient Absorption (TA) Spectroscopy.** TA spectra recorded at different time delays after 400 nm excitation of D→B1→A are illustrated in Figure 6A together with the negative stationary absorption spectrum. These spectra exhibit an intense negative band at 420 nm and a broad positive band culminating around 450 nm with a superimposed structure. This positive band can be ascribed to excited-state absorption, whereas the structure is due to the bleach of the ground-state population as well as the stimulated emission from the local S1 ZnP and FbP states (Figure 2C).64,65 Interestingly, the strong negative TA band at 420 nm is slightly blue shifted relative to the Soret band of D→B1→A. This can be explained by the larger absorption coefficient of FbP at 400 nm compared to ZnP. Therefore, the Soret band of FbP that culminates at 419 nm is more bleached than that of ZnP, which peaks at 423 nm.

Only small changes in the TA spectra can be observed within the time window of the experiment that extends up to 2 ns. Global analysis of the TA spectra using a sum of exponential functions was performed to get a better insight into the origin of these changes.66 The sum of four exponential functions was required to satisfactorily reproduce the time evolution of the

---

**Figure 6.** (A) TA spectra recorded at different time delays after 400 nm excitation of D→B1→A and negative stationary absorption spectrum, and (B) decay-associated difference absorption spectra obtained upon global multieponential analysis.

TA spectra; the decay-associated difference spectra (DADS) are depicted in Figure 6B. One of the time constants was fixed at 2 ns, the fluorescence lifetime of the ZnP unit, and the best fit values of the others were 1 ps, 20 ps, and >5 ns.

The spectrum associated with the >5 ns time constant contains the same features as those measured with ZnP and FbP, and can be ascribed to the local $T_1$ ZnP and $S_1$ FbP states.65 The spectra associated with the other three decay times have all relatively small amplitude. The 1 ps component can be assigned to the decay of the local $S_1$ ZnP state. Indeed, the negative band at 430 nm in the DADS can be associated with the $S_0→S_1$ stimulated emission. Moreover, the positive band at 650 nm can be related to the population of the local $S_1$ ZnP state. These two features as well as the positive bands at 410 nm can also be observed with ZnP alone.64 The 20 ps DADS has the smallest amplitude and is also similar to that observed with ZnP alone, associated with a 29 ps time constant and ascribed to the vibrational relaxation of the $S_1$ state after ultrafast internal conversion.64,67 We also interpret this time constant as the vibrational relaxation of both local $S_1$ ZnP and FbP states. The 2 ns time constant should reflect the decay of the local $S_1$ ZnP state population. However, the 2 ns DADS differs from that measured with ZnP alone, as it exhibits a negative band peaking at 423 nm, indicative of a recovery of the local ZnP ground state, whereas the DADS measured with ZnP alone does not exhibit this band.64 Indeed, efficient intersystem crossing (ISC) in ZnP leaves the ground-state population depleted. This difference could be due to EET from the ZnP to the FbP end, taking place in parallel to ISC as found above with D→B1→A. This process should lead to the recovery of the local ZnP ground state and to the depletion of that of FbP. The absence of a positive band at 419 nm reflecting an increase of FbP bleach could be explained by the somewhat smaller extinction coefficient of the Soret band of FbP compared to that of ZnP.

The bridge absorbs only weakly at 400 nm and is thus not expected to significantly contribute to the TA spectra.
Nevertheless, the 1 ps DADS shows a small negative feature around 370 nm that can be ascribed to the bleach of the bridge absorption band. Moreover, the bridge excited state has been shown to exhibit a broad absorption band above 500 nm and could be partially responsible for the broad positive band in the 1 ps spectrum. This result is consistent with the FU measurements that point to ultrafast EET from the bridge to both porphyrin ends. For D−B1−A, EET only takes place from the bridge to the porphyrins, which, because of the lower energies of their excited states, act as energy traps. TA spectra measured with D−B2 upon 400 nm excitation are illustrated in Figure 7A. The main difference between these spectra and those measured with D−B1−A are (1) the exact coincidence of the negative TA band with the Soret band of D−B2, in agreement with the fact that this band is due to ZnP only, (2) the absence of the 515 nm dip caused by the depletion of FbP ground-state population, and (3) substantially larger spectral changes taking place during the first 10 ps after excitation. Indeed, whereas the TA spectra recorded at the longest time delays are essentially the same as those measured with ZnP alone, the early TA spectra exhibit a weaker 450−500 nm band and a stronger band above 550 nm. The sum of three exponential functions was enough to reproduce the time evolution of these TA spectra, with 1 ps, ~2 ns, and >5 ns time constants and with the DADS depicted in Figure 7B. The 1 ps DADS is similar to that found with D−B1−A (Figure 7B), except for the negative band at 440 nm that has a much broader red wing. This latter feature can be ascribed to the stimulated emission from the bridge. This time constant can thus be assigned to the decay of the local bridge excited state, in agreement with the FU measurements. The spectral changes taking place during the first picosecond are not large enough to resolve the two time constants found in the FU measurements. However, these TA results are consistent with either a fast equilibrium between D**−B1−A and D−B1*−A (Figure 5) or a delocalized excitation. Given the time window of the TA experiment, the error on the 2 ns time constant is large and thus this value should be considered as approximate. This time constant can be ascribed to the decay of the local S1 ZnP state by ISC. Contrary to the 2 ns DADS found with D−B1−A, that of D−B2 does not have a negative band at 423 nm and is very similar to that observed with ZnP alone. This strongly supports the above assumption that, in D−B1−A, this component is partially due to EET from ZnP to FbP. As this process is not feasible in D−B2, this 2 ns component is only due to ISC to the local T1 ZnP state. Finally, the >5 ns DADS can be ascribed to the local T1 ZnP state. Finally, the TA spectra recorded with D−B1−A (Figure 8A) contain features than can be recognized in those measured with both D−B1−A and D−B2: (1) an intense negative band at 419 nm, blue shifted relative to the stationary absorption band of D−B2−A, and a dip at 515 nm, due to the bleach of FbP, and (2) a substantial decrease of the signal above 550 nm during the first picosecond, due to the decay of the local bridge excited state. As for D−B1−A, the sum of four exponential functions was required to reproduce the time evolution of the TA spectra with the time constants and DADS shown in Figure 8B. The 0.5 ps DADS contains features of both the local S2 ZnP state and locally excited bridge, in good agreement with the FU results. Here again, the early changes in the TA spectra are too small to allow the two FU time constants to be resolved. The 10 ps DADS is very similar to the 20 ps DADS measured with D−B2−A and is interpreted as well as the vibrational relaxation of both local S2 ZnP and FbP states upon internal conversion. This difference of time constants is not really significant given the crudeness of the multieponential analysis. Indeed, the early population dynamics takes place on the same time scale as vibrational relaxation, and therefore, nonexponential dynamics can be expected. Consequently, the time constants obtained from an exponential analysis should only be considered as indications of the most relevant time scales.
Interestingly, the ~1.5 ns DADS differs from the ~2 ns found with D−B−B−A, and ascribed to the parallel occurrence of ISC in the ZnP moiety and EET from the ZnP to the FbP end. This interpretation is reinforced here as EET has indeed been evidenced by the shortening of the local S1 ZnP fluorescence by going from D−B−B−A to D−B−B−A. Finally, the ~5 ns DADS is also very similar to that found with D−B−B−A and can be ascribed to the long-lived excited-state populations.

**DISCUSSION**

The rate constants of the various processes occurring upon photoexcitation of the D−B−A’s are summarized in Figure 9.

![Figure 9. Summary of the conversion processes between the electronic states of the D−B−A’s.](image)

Various EETs are taking place on vastly different time scales. In principle, both Coulombic and exchange interactions could be responsible for EET; i.e., both Förster and Dexter EET can be operative. Therefore, in the weak coupling limit, the EET rate constant can be expressed as:

$$k_{\text{EET}} = \frac{2\pi}{\hbar} V^2 \Theta \approx \frac{2\pi}{\hbar} (V_c^2 + V_e^2) \Theta$$

(1)

where $V_c$ and $V_e$ are the coupling energies associated with the Coulombic and exchange interactions, respectively, and $\Theta$ is the spectral overlap integral, calculated by taking the area normalized emission and absorption spectra of the energy donor and acceptor, respectively.

By comparing the lifetimes of the ZnP localized S1 fluorescence of D−B−B−A and D−B−B−B, one can conclude that the rate constant of S1 energy transfer from ZnP to FbP should amount to (7.4 ns)$^{-1}$. According to eq 1 and to the $\Theta$ value calculated for this donor/acceptor pair (Table S1, Supporting Information), such an EET rate constant requires a coupling energy of 1.4 cm$^{-1}$. The origin of this coupling can be determined by comparing this value with that of $V_c$ calculated within the point dipole approximation:

$$V_c = \frac{f_L^2 \mu_D \mu_A \kappa}{4\pi\varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r d^3}$$

(2)

where $f_L = (\epsilon_{op} + 2)/3$ is the Lorentz correction factor; $\epsilon_{op} \approx n^2$ is the dielectric constant at optical frequencies and is approximately equal to the square of the refractive index; $n$, $\mu_D$, and $\mu_A$ are the magnitudes of the transition moment dipole moments for emission of the donor and absorption of the acceptor; $\kappa$ is the orientation factor, which depends on the angles $\beta_3$ and $\beta_5$ between the dipoles and the center-to-center distance vector, $d$, between donor and acceptor, respectively, and on the angle $\phi$ between the porphyrin planes. According to quantum chemical calculations, the center-to-center distance $d = l_d$ amounts to 4.75 nm, whereas $\phi$ is equal to 47°. However, the barrier for torsion of the porphyrins around the bond with the bridge is low and thus a distribution of the angle $\phi$ should be assumed.

The calculation of $V_c$ is further complicated by the degeneracy of the Qx and Qy transitions in ZnP and of their quasi-degeneracy in FbP. Therefore, $V_c$ can be seen as resulting from the interaction of two pairs of perpendicular transition dipoles. By taking a value of 2.25 D for each of these dipoles and assuming an angle $\phi$ evenly distributed between 0 and 180°, a $V_c$ value of 0.56 cm$^{-1}$ is obtained (see Supporting Information). The difference between this value and that of 1.4 cm$^{-1}$ obtained from the EET rate constant is most probably due to the exchange interaction mediated by the bridge. This effect has been investigated in detail by Albinsson and co-workers, who showed that the exponential decrease of $V_c$ with increasing donor−acceptor distance depends on the energy gap between the bridge and donor excited states. As this gap is smaller for B3 than for B1, this bridge-mediated EET can be expected to be more important in D−B−B−A than in D−B−B−A. Unfortunately, for the latter system, no reliable EET rate constant can be deduced from the TA data.

The same approach has been tentatively used for the EET processes involving the bridge. In D−B−B−A, bridge to porphyrin EET can be clearly seen from stationary and time-resolved fluorescence. From eq 1 and the spectral overlap integral listed in Table S1 (See Supporting Information), the coupling energies for EET from B1 to ZnP and from B1 to FbP with time constants of 0.57 and 1.14 ps, respectively, amount to 64 and 48 cm$^{-1}$. The local S1−S0 transition dipole moment of the bridge amounts to 13.4 D, whereas those responsible for the Soret band of the porphyrins are doubly degenerate with a value of about 7.8 D each. Using eq 2 with a $d$ value of 2.36 nm results in $V_c = 72$ cm$^{-1}$ (see Supporting Information), a value that exceeds that deduced from the EET rate constant. This outcome is probably a consequence of the failure of the point dipole approximation when the transition dipole moments are very large and the distance between the chromophoric units is small. Furthermore, eq 1 is only valid in the weak coupling limit. This is the case for the S1 EET from ZnP to FbP, as testified to by the absorption spectra of the D−B−B−A’s in the Q-band region that are the composite of those of the individual chromophores. This is however no longer the case in the Soret band region, where substantial shift and broadening can be observed. Moreover, the exchange interaction can be expected to be operative as well. In any case, these simple considerations shows that bridge to porphyrin EET on the subpicosecond time scale is not unrealistic.
EET to and from the bridge in D−B1−A seems to occur on a time scale similar to that in D−B2−A. The use of eq 1 to discuss these processes is certainly even less adequate than for D−B1−A. Indeed, the bridge and porphyrin states are quasi degenerate, and because of this, the electronic excitation is probably not fully localized. This is also supported by the quantum chemistry calculations that reveal the existence of several MOs where the density spills out of the porphyrin to the bridge. On the other hand, the coupling is not strong enough to result in excitonic states where the excitation is fully delocalized on the whole molecule. If this were the case, the absorption spectrum of D−B1−A in the Soret band region would differ much more from those of the constituents.

Concluding Remarks

We have investigated D−B−A systems consisting of two porphyrins separated by more than 4.5 nm using bridges with the lowest excited state close to the S2 porphyrin states. This bridge produces only little perturbation on the local S2 porphyrin states, and therefore S2 energy transfer from ZnP to FbP is observed on the nanosecond time scale. However, substantial coupling between the bridge and upper porphyrin states takes place. When the bridge state is higher than the S2 porphyrin states, as is the case with the oligophenyleneethynylene bridge, ultrafast energy transfer from the bridge to the porphyrin ends is observed. This process results in the population of the porphyrins’ S2 states and is followed by internal conversion to their S1 states. Thus no S2 energy transfer from the porphyrin to the bridge is observed. The presence of alkoxy substituents on the bridge lowers its excited-state energy to a value very close to those of the porphyrin S1 states so that conversion between these states by energy transfer on the 1 ps time scale becomes operative. As a consequence, a net S2 energy transfer with an efficiency of 0.2−0.6 takes place from the ZnP to the FbP end, located at about 4.7 nm, within a picosecond. Unfortunately, Soret band excitation of the ZnP end cannot be done selectively, and therefore, this ultrafast translocation of energy over a long distance is partially hidden by the dynamics associated with the direct excitation of the other units. For this approach to be really useful, one would have to further lower the energy of the bridge excited state to avoid direct excitation and reversible energy transfer. Finally, FbP should be replaced by a chromophore with the S1 energy just below the bridge excited state, for example, a boron−dipyromethene dye.
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